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ENERGySOLUTIONS

April 12,2010 CDI0-0097

Larry W. Camper, Director
Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection
Office of Federal and State Materials and Environmental Management Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Review of Memorandum from the Institute of Energy and Environmental
Research to HEAL Utah, "Savannah River Site Depleted Uranium
Shipments to Utah," February 16,2010

Dear Mr. Camper:

EnergySolutions recently received several shipments of depleted uranium (DU) from the
U. S. Department of Energy's Savannah River Site. The Institute of Energy and
Environmental Research (lEER) prepared a memorandum asserting that the waste
shipped was not properly classified as Class A and therefore was not suitable for disposal
at EnergySolutions' Clive facility. EnergySolutions has analyzed this memorandum and
found each of the claims made to be without merit as summarized in the attached
documents. We enlisted the support of several notable experts for both the regulatory
and technical analyses. The results of their independent assessments are attached as is
our overall summary.

EnergySolutions is committed to the safe and compliant operation of the Clive facility.
We have not accepted nor would we accept for disposal waste that does not satisfy our
waste acceptance criteria, our license, and all applicable regulations. Because of the
unusual publicity and allegations associated with these DU shipments, we have taken
additional measures to demonstrate that such is the case here.

I hope you find these analyses helpful. Questions regarding the attachments may be
directed to me at (240) 565-6148 or temagette(a;energvsolutions.com.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Ma , P.E.
Senior Vice P sident
Nuclear Regulatory Strategy

423 West 300 South, Suite 200· Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
801.649.2000· Fax: 801.321.0453· www.energysolutions.com
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ENERGYSOLUTIONS' RESPONSE TO lEER MEMORANDUM OF FEBRUARY 16,2010
APRIL 9, 2010

The Institute for Energy and Environmental Research (lEER) recently prepared an
analysis of whether the disposal of Depleted Uranium (DU) from the Savannah River Site
(SRS) at EnergySolutions' low level radioactive waste (LLRW) disposal facility in Clive,
Utah, conforms to the U.S. uclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) disposal rule and to the Clive facility's Waste Acceptance
Criteria (WAC). The results ofthis analysis were provided to HEAL Utah in a February
16,2010 memorandum. In that memorandum, Arjun Makhijani, lEER, concludes that
neither the quantity nor the isotopic composition of the Recycled DU from the SRS meets
the regulatory requirements for disposal as LLR W at the EnergySolutions Clive facility.

The February 16,2010 memorandum presents three bases supporting this conclusion.
EnergySolutions has analyzed each basis and finds each to be incorrect and completely
without merit. In each case, the rationale supporting the conclusion is based on an
incorrect interpretation of applicable regulations, is supported by incorrect information,
or both. Our response to each lEER basis is given below.

lEER Basis 1: The disposal of the amounts of DU that DOE proposes to dispose of at
the EnergySolutions site is not authorized by NRC regulations that
form the basis of the State of Utah's regulations nor has it been subject
to the required environmental analysis.

EnergySolutions Response
This conclusion is completely erroneous as evidenced by a simple reading of the
regulations and recently reaffirmed by the NRC. The EnergySolutions Clive facility is
authorized to dispose of radioactive material classified as Class A radioactive waste
under 10 CFR 61.55. The uranium isotopes in DU are not listed in either Table 1 or
Table 2 of 10 CFR 61.55. Consequently, as provided for in paragraph (a)(6) of section
61.55, this waste is by definition Class A radioactive waste and meets the WAC of the
site. Neither NRC requirements nor the WAC for the Clive site has quantity limits for
the uranium isotopes in DU. Thus, neither 50 nanocuries per cubic centimeter ofU-238
nor amounts ofU-238 greater than 17 curies are limits that impact a classification
decision.

As to the environmental analysis, it is recognized that the DU amounts exceed the
amounts considered in the 1981 environmental analysis for 10 CFR Part 61. NRC is well
aware of this fact; however, as noted in their direction to Staff regarding DU, the
Commission did not propose" ... to alter the waste classification of depleted uranium."
In January of this year, the NRC specifically clarified that not only is the disposal ofDU
consistent with its rules, such disposal does not pose an undue threat to public health and
safety. Specifically NRC stated that "Although the current regulations did not consider
the disposal of significant quantities of depleted uranium, they are adequate to ensure the



protection of the public health and safety."!

The RC bases its conclusions on the protections provided in the performance objectives
of 10 CFR 61:

[T]he 'bottom line for disposal' of low-level radioactive
waste are the performance objectives of 10 CFR subpart C
[of Part 61], which set forth the ultimate standard and
radiation limits for (1) protection of the general population
from releases of radioactivity; (2) protection of the
individuals from inadvertent intrusion; (3) protection of
individuals during operations; and (4) stability of the
disposal site after closure'

The NRC environmental impact statement for 10 CFR Part 61 is sufficient as it provides
the environmental impacts of meeting the requirements and performance objectives of
Part 61 which are the fundamental standards for disposal of LLRW. In addition, each site
is subject to site-specific licensing actions, which only become effective after completing
a regulatory site specific review process, including any applicable environmental reviews
established by the regulator.

lEER Basis 2a: Disposal of recycled DU in any amount as Class A waste is not
permitted. This is because classification as Class A waste under 10
CFR 61.55(a)(6) requires that the waste not contain any of the
radionuclides listed in Tables 1 or 2 of LLRW disposal Rule.

EnergySolutions Response
This statement is incorrect and misrepresents Section 61.55, "Waste Classification," of
Part 61 (termed the "LLRW Disposal Rule" in the memorandum). Under Section
61.55(a)(6) waste that does not contain any of the radionuclides listed in Tables 1 or 2
may be properly classified as Class A Waste. Section 61.55 identifies and permits four
considerations for the classification of waste as Class A waste: the concentration oflong
lived radionuclides listed in Table 1, the concentration of short lived radionuclides listed
in Table 2, the concentration of a mixture of both long and short lived radionuclides listed
in Tables 1 and 2, or the absence of any of the radionuclides listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Thus, the fact that the recycled DU waste contains radionuclides listed in Tables 1 and 2
does not mean that the waste cannot be classified as Class A waste. It means only that in
order to be classified as Class A waste, the concentration of the radionuclides must not
exceed the limits given in either table. Thus, the lEER conclusion is completely
erroneous and based on an incorrect reading of the applicable regulations.

I Letter, T. Reis, NRC, to D. Finerfrock, Utah DRC, January 21,2010
2 In the Matter of Louisiana Energy Services (National Enrichment Services) eLI-aS-OS, slip
opinion at 5, January 18, 2005
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lEER Basis 2b: The recycled DU from SRS that is proposed to be disposed of as Class
A waste at the Clive, Utah, site contains radionuclides from both Table
1 and Table 2, including plutonium isotopes, iodone-129 [sic],
technetium-99, strontium-90, and cesium-137. As a result, recycled
DU from SRS does not meet the regulatory definition of Class A waste
and disposal of recycled DU as Class A waste in any amount at any
concentration is not permitted under federal low-level waste
regulations. Therefore, the proposed disposal of recycled DU at the
EnergySolutions site violates the low-level waste rule, independent of
arguments related to the quantity of uranium involved.

EnergySolutions Response
As explained above, Class A waste can contain radionuclides listed in both Tables 1 and
2 of Section 61.55. Such radionuclides can include plutonium isotopes, iodine-129, and
technetium-99, which are listed in Table 1, and strontium-90 and cesium-137, which are
listed in Table 2. Therefore, the recycled DU may contain other trace radionuclides and
still be Class A waste, depending on the concentration of these trace radionuclides. Part
61 does permit the disposal of recycled DU waste containing radionuclides listed in
Tables 1 and 2 as Class A waste if the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 61.55 are met.

lEER Basis 3: Quite apart from the uranium content of the SRS waste, it is virtually
certain that the technitium-99 content of many of the drums exceeds
the Class A limit of 0.3 curies per cubic meter. Since only 33 samples
were taken from 33,000 drums of recycled DU and the drums are not
segregated between those meeting the Class A limit for Tc-99 and
those above it, none of the drums can be disposed of as Class A waste
for this reason alone. The DOE's claim that Class A limits for Table 1
and 2 radionuclides are met is based on a misleading interpretation of
even the few samples that were taken. A properly conducted statistical
analysis shows that it is more than 99 percent likely that a large
number of drums would violate the Class A limit of 0.3 curies per
cubic meter for Tc-99.

EnergySolutions Response
The analysis performed by lEER is incorrect both because of its focus on evaluating Tc-
99 in the waste sample-by-sample and because of the several statistical errors that they
have made. The focus should be on characterizing the waste stream based on averages,
or distributions of averages so that uncertainty is properly captured. As a result, the
report provides no support for the proposition that the shipment ofDU from SRS violates
the Class A limit of 0.3 curies per cubic meter for Tc-99. Each of these shortcomings is
discussed in more detail below.

The purpose of the sampling is not to identify the "number of drums exceeding the Class
A limit" because there is no limit applied on a drum-by-drum basis. This fundamental
misapplication of the regulations provides additional evidence that the lEER reviewers do
not understand nor have they properly evaluated the classification process.
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The regulatory requirements for licensing a land disposal facility (10 CFR Part 61)
establish a system for classifying radioactive waste for near-surface disposal, based on
the concentrations of specific radionuclides that the waste contains. In particular, 10
CFR 61.55( a)(8) allows the concentration of a radionuclide to be determined by indirect
methods such as use of scaling factors which relate the inferred concentration of one
radionuclide to another that is measured, or radionuclide material accountability, if there
is reasonable assurance that the indirect methods can be correlated with actual
measurements. The concentration of a radionuclide may also be averaged over the
volume of the waste.

A variety of approaches are available to demonstrate that the WAC at the Clive site have
been satisfied. It is the responsibility of the generator to appropriately classify waste
consistent with both the applicable regulations and the WAC. It is not a requirement that
each drum be classified. In the case of the SRS DU, the classification was applied over
individual shipments (railcars) of waste, not to each individual drum. The purpose of the
statistical analysis is not to determine classification of individual drums, but rather to
determine the appropriate classification of a waste stream that was packaged into
individual drums.

Neptune and Company, Inc.3 prepared an analysis (attached) that demonstrates the
concentration of each shipment, i.e., railcar, is clearly less than the WAC threshold of 0.3
Ci/m3

• They also identified several analytical flaws in lEER's statistical analysis.

• The objective of the statistical analysis should be to characterize the waste stream
based on averages, or distributions of averages, so that uncertainty is properly
captured. Hence, the input distributions estimated by lEER, which are, instead,
distributions of the data from the 33 samples, are irrelevant. The concept of
statistical confidence is based on the uncertainty of an average (or another
parameter of the data), whereas a data distribution represents variability in the
data. Uncertainty in the average is the appropriate measure for comparison with
the WAC threshold. An upper confidence limit of the average concentration
provides a reasonable upper bound on the average concentration.

• The distribution of the waste density used by IEER is inappropriate. It is not
conservative as stated in lEER Attachment B. Although the relevant waste
density data are available in the 52 manifests that are currently available, lEER
either did not recognize or chose to ignore the available data.

• The presentation of the "Consensus Estimates" in Table S-1 is misleading. The
number of samples collected is 33. The confidence bounds for the 4 distributions
as given in Table S-1 are not confidence bounds, but percentiles of a data
distribution, because they do not account for the sample size. The effective
sample size used for the Consensus Estimates is 4, based on the 4 Best Estimates
given, but there is no basis for this sample size. The use of a value of 4 for the

3 Comments on: Attachment B: "Estimating the Number of Drums Exceeding the WAC for
Technetium-99," Neptune and Company, Inc.
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sample size grossly misrepresents uncertainty, and leads to the broad distributions
presented for the Consensus Estimate.

• The term confidence is misused; uncertainty is not accounted for in the lEER
statistical analysis. There is nothing in the lEER analysis that resembles the
statistical concept of confidence. The concept of statistical confidence requires
inclusion of a factor related to sample size (in this case, 33 samples), so that
confidence increases with more data. However, the sample size has not been
accounted for in the lEER analysis.

The lEER conclusion is incorrect both because it misrepresents the methods used to
determine the appropriate classification of waste received at Clive and because of the
flaws in their statistical analysis. Thus, the report provides no support for the position
that the shipment ofDU from SRS will violate the Class A limit of 0.3 curies per cubic
meter for Tc-99.

EnergySolutions Sample Analysis
EnergySolutions collected and analyzed additional samples as part of the receipt process
at the Clive facility. The purpose of this sample analysis was to confirm that the waste
was properly classified by DOE. As with the analyses described above, these data further
confirm that the DU shipments are Class A waste. None of the samples collected have
indicated that satisfying the Class A limits would be a problem even on a per drum basis
- which, as stated above, is not the classification standard in this case. The analytical
results are described in a report prepared by Enchemica4 (attached) and summarized here.

The process description provided by SRS5 documented that a stable, well-controlled
process was used to produce the DU and that a consistent bulk material with uniform
properties was generated. The Waste Profile Record for the SRS DU lists the specific
activities ofTc-99 and other radionuclides for 33 samples of the waste in units ofpCi/g.
The Class A limits for these radionuclides are in units of concentration (Ci/m3). Density
data necessary for converting specific activities to concentrations were calculated using
the volume and weight of each shipment.

Data obtained by EnergySolutions on 11 shipments of the SRS DU, including the waste
density, show that the Tc-99 concentrations are uniformly 30% or less of the Class A
limit. Because of the stability of the DU production process, the small amount of
variability in the Tc-99 concentrations in the shipment samples, and the relatively low
Tc-99 concentrations relative to the Class A limit, the samples from the 11 shipments
demonstrate at a 99% confidence level that the SRS DU waste shipped to
EnergySolutions has Tc-99 concentrations less than the Class A limit.

EnergySolutions has clearly demonstrated that the allegations in the lEER memorandum
are merely unfounded speculation. There is no technical support for any of the points
they raise.

4 Savannah River Depleted Uranium Evaluation, Enchemica LLC, April 9, 2010
5 Depleted Uranium Trioxide Production at the Savannah River Site, SRS, 2010
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NEPTUNE AND COMPANY, INC.
8550 West 14th Ave, Suite 100

Lakewood CO 80215
Phone: (720) 746-1803

Fax: (720) 746-1605

Comments on:

Attachment B: "Estimating the Number of Drums Exceeding the Utah's Class A limit for
Technetium-99" (authored by Dr. Harry Chmelynski).

Background

The subject document (referred to as Attachment B) describes a statistical analysis of the technetium-99
(Tc-99) data available from EnergySolutions Radioactive Waste Profile Record for the depleted
uranium (DU) waste from the Savannah River Site (SRS) that has been suggested for disposal in the
EnergySolutions Class A radioactive waste disposal facility. The statistical analysis in Attachment B
leads to a conclusion that the Tc-99 component of the waste does not comply with the waste acceptance
criterion (WAC) for this radionuclide. In particular it concludes that many drums ofDU waste exceed
Utah's Class A limit of 0.3 Ci/m ' for Tc-99. Comments are provided below, along with a statistical
analysis that better represents the intent of the data that have been collected, and demonstrates that the
SRS DU waste complies with the EnergySolutions Class A radioactive waste disposal facility WAC for
Tc-99.

DOE collected and analyzed samples from 33 drums of about 33,000 drums of DU waste. All samples
were analyzed for Tc-99, the results of which are the subject of Attachment Band of this document,
which contains comments on the report, and recommends an alternative statistical approach. Note that
Page Numbers referenced to Attachment B refer to the pagination of the memorandum from Arjun
Makhijani of lEER to Vanessa Price of HEAL Utah (February 6, 2010).

Comments

Page 10, 2nd paragraph - The statement that "the manifest declares that "all samples" meet the WAC" is
not consistent with the intent of the sampling, or the definition of a shipment to which the Tc-99 WAC
applies. The Tc-99 WAC applies to a shipment of waste, which, in the case of this SRS waste stream is
defined in terms of a railcar or gondola, which will contain about 100 drums of DU waste. The intent
of the sampling was to estimate the mass, concentration, and activity ofTc-99 (and other radionuclides
and chemicals that characterizes the waste stream as a whole). Acceptable knowledge indicates that
this SRS DU waste stream is relatively homogeneous. The 33 samples collected. therefore, are
intended to characterize a shipment of waste (or the entire waste stream), and not a single sample or a
single drum. This is an important distinction - it pertains to the representativeness of the samples. In
effect, each sample is intended to represent the waste stream. Each sample does not represent only the
contents of the drum from which the sample came. Ifit did, then each of the 33 drums would be
characterized by a single data point. The notion is that the 33 samples are representative of the SRS
DU waste that is included in a shipment (and the entire waste stream). The analysis in the subject
document is more aligned, instead, with the notion that each sample represents a drum. However, both



because the WAC applies to a shipment, and because acceptable knowledge strongly suggests a
relatively homogeneous waste stream, this is the wrong interpretation. Instead, a statistical analysis
based on each sample representing a shipment (or the entire waste stream) is needed. The fact that all
of the samples meet the Tc-99 WAC (in terms of a direct comparison of the sample results to the WAC)
strongly suggests that the mean concentration of Tc-99 for the waste stream is very likely to meet the
WAC.

Page 10, 2nd and 3rd paragraphs - Although the Savannah River Radioactive Waste Profile Record
provides information that the waste density might be as low as 2.5 glcc or as high as 4.5 glcc, the
manifests provide the mass and volume data needed to generate manifest (i.e., shipment) specific
estimates of density. We have used these estimates in our analysis below (see Table 1 at the end of this
Comments document). We note also that the triangular distribution suggested in the subject document
is probably not conservative in the sense given. For example, the triangular distribution that was
employed in the subject report has a mean of approximately 3.22 g/cc.

Page 10, 4th paragraph - It is irrelevant from the perspective of comparison of the waste
characterization data with the WAC that some drums might exceed the WAC (because the WAC apply
to a shipment of waste, not a drum of waste). However, in light of the analysis, we have also described
below the statistical needs for drum-specific comparisons.

Page 10, 4th paragraph and elsewhere - it is not clear why a "99% confidence" is used. This is non-
standard in human health risk (dose) assessment which is the ultimate goal of this analysis. However,
see below for a discussion of why the concepts presented in Attachment B are not related to confidence.

Page 11. Table S-l. last row - The last row of this table has no statistical basis. We will also address an
appropriate analysis of the data below that brings into question the first 4 rows, but the last row does
not account for the available data. The width of the confidence intervals should not be much greater for
this row than they are for the previous rows. This has happened because the Best Estimate for the
Consensus Estimate is based on the other 4 Best Estimates as if those are 4 data points. This is
statistically incorrect. The Consensus Estimate should be based on the same 33 data points on which
the other Best Estimates are based. That is, the information content in the last row is incorrect. The
accompanying footnote further describes the incorrectness of this approach.

Technical Approach - The approach in Attachment B simulates from the distribution of the Tc-99 data
and a distribution of density to arrive at a distribution with units of nCilcc for comparison with the Tc-
99 WAC. The resulting simulated distribution is treated as if its results represent the Tc-99 contents of
a single drum. Hence, 33,000 thousand drums are simulated for Tc-99 content. and this process is
repeated 5,000 times. However, for each individual simulated drum there is no uncertainty in the
output Tc-99 value, since each simulated drum is based on a single number from the two input
distributions. For example. if a value of 100 nCilg is pulled for Tc-99 concentration and a value of 3
glcc is pulled for waste density, then the output is 300 nCilcc (or 0.3 Czm '), but there is no uncertainty
in that value. This is because the basis for this analysis is that a single data point is sufficient to
represent the contents of an entire drum. This is the basic assumption of the approach. Even though
the 33,000 drums are simulated 5.000 times to get 5,000 estimates of the number of drums that exceed
the Tc-99 WAC. the basis is that a single number is sufficient to represent a drum.

There are 3 problems with this approach: 1. This is not consistent with the intent of the sampling.
which was aimed at characterizing the SRS DU waste stream that, through substantial acceptable
knowledge, is known to be relatively homogeneous. 2. A single Tc-99 concentration value does not



adequately characterize a single drum. 3. WACs should be applied to a shipment of waste rather than a
single drum.

Several distributions have been estimated and presented in Attachment B. The simulated normal
distribution has a maximum Tc-99 concentration value of nearly 150 nCi/g, and the lognormal and
gamma distributions indicate higher values still (note that the normal distribution used must have been
truncated to avoid negative numbers, but this does not seem to have been documented, and could have
led to a positive bias in the results). Concentration values of around 150 nCilg (or greater) do not seem
reasonable given the data (the maximum Tc-99 concentration in the data is 93.8 nCi/g). but, these
values are perfectly admissible in the simulations, again with no uncertainty per drum. For the most
part, it is values like this that are outside the range of the data that lead to the output that suggests that
some drums exceed the WAC (although, as noted above, the WAC should not be applied to a drum).

The intention of the sampling and analysis is that each of the 33 data points equally represent the waste
stream. This also means that each of the 33 data points equally represents a shipment, since the
shipments are large enough, containing about 100 drums each. It is not unreasonable necessarily to
further assume that all 33 data points equally represent the contents of a single drum (this requires a
few more assumptions about exchangeability of the waste in the drums, which is not unreasonable
given the substantial acceptable knowledge - however, more on this below). Considering each
shipment, the expected concentration ofTc-99 in a shipment of waste is the mean concentration of the
33 measurements, or 49.37 nCilg. The standard deviation is 29.26 nCi/g. Both of these values are
presented in Table 5 of Attachment B. However, the proper characterization of a shipment of waste (or
the entire waste stream) is that the mean is 49.37 nCi/g and the uncertainty in the mean is described by
the standard error of the mean, which is 5.09 nCi/g (the standard deviation divided by the square root of
the sample size of 33). It is not reasonable to believe that the entire waste stream (or a shipment) has
an overall concentration of, for example, 93.8 nCi/g (the maximum reported value), let alone a greater
value such as 150 nCi/g. It is reasonable to assume that the the entire waste stream (or a shipment) has
a Tc-99 concentration of about 49.37 nCi/g, but that value could be as much as about 60 nCi/g, or as
low as about 40 nCi/g. This is the information that should be used for comparison with the WAC
because this represents the goals of the characterization, and this information should be used to support
a simulation study about the waste characteristics.

The effort undertaken to estimate the best distribution of the data is not necessary. It is not the
distribution of the data that is relevant, it is the distribution of the mean of the data that is relevant,
which, unless there are some very strange effects in the data will almost certainly be approximately
normal (based on the Central Limit Theorem). With the mean and standard deviation given above, a
95% upper confidence limit (UCL) of the mean would be about 58 nC/g, and a 99% UCL would be
approximately 62 nCi/g. These are much more reasonable values to apply to a shipment (or the entire
waste stream), where the values represent reasonable upper bounds on the mean Tc-99 in a shipment
(or in the entire waste stream).

The above discussion pertains clearly to a shipment of waste (to which the WAC apply) and to the
entire waste stream. The extent to which it also applies to each drum depends on assumptions that are
made about the waste stream. If the intent is that a data point represents the contents of a drum, rather
than the contents of a shipment. then there are other statistical issues. If the assumption that all samples
from any drum are exchangeable is made. then all 33 samples represent a drum just as they represent a
shipment or the entire waste stream. If this assumption is regarded as tenuous. then a sampling
campaign that involves collection of replicate samples from some drums is needed to determine if the
within drum concentrations and variability are different than the between drums concentrations and



variability. If they are the same, then all samples can be used to represent all relevant subsets (drums,
shipments, entire waste). If not, then a different statistical analysis can be set up to characterize drums
that still relies on the mean concentration of a drum. Thus, either acceptable knowledge is good
enough now to assume that all 33 samples also represent any given drum, or some replicate data should
be collected to determine if this assumption is reasonable. If not reasonable, then a statistical analysis
by drum would be refined.

In general, an approach based on a distribution of the mean concentration ofTc-99 should be used to
make decisions about compliance with the WAC. A statistical analysis is presented below that follows
this basic approach as it would be applied to a shipment of the SRS DU waste, but could also be
applied to each drum depending on the assumptions made (see discussion above).

More appropriate statistical analysis

1. Distribution of technetium concentration. The first portion of Attachment B inappropriately
attempts to identify the distribution of Tc-99 concentration for individual drums. The WAC
regulation applies to full shipments of waste, not individual drums. Thus, it is only the mean
Tc-99 concentration that is relevant, not the activity of individual drums. The 33 samples from
the SRS DU waste should be used to estimate the mean Tc-99 concentration. Those samples
have a mean Tc-99 concentration of 49.37 nCi/g, with a standard error of 5.09 nei/g. With this
quantity of samples and no severe skewness, the distribution of the mean Tc-99 concentration
can be assumed to be normal. Even using a conservative 99% confidence bound on the mean
(as was used in Attachment B - 95% is more typical) of 61.8 nCi/g (58.0 nCi/g for a 95%
confidence bound), and applying the worst case scenario for the stated waste density range of
4.5 g/cnr', the 99% confidence bound on Tc-99 concentration of 0.28 Ci/rn ' (0.26 Ci/rrr' for the
95% confidence bound) is less than the WAC threshold of 0.3 Ci/m '.

2. Distribution of waste density. A distribution for the waste density is also developed in
Attachment B, which uses the range of 2.5-4.5 g/cm ' and point estimate of 2.66 g/cm ' given in
other documentation. The Radioactive Waste Profile report gives the range used in Attachment
B while the point estimate comes from the footnote of Attachment 2 of the Radioactive Waste
Profile. The basis for those numbers, however, is unclear. These numbers are used in
Attachment B as the parameters of a triangular distribution, with minimum 2.5 g/cm ', mode
2.66 g/crrr', and maximum 4.5 g/cm". The mean of that distribution is 3.22 g/cm ', which is
considerably higher that 2.66 g/cm ', although there is no justification for this value in the Waste
Profile Report. The 52 DU shipping manifests lead to a different distribution (see Table I at the
end of this document for the relevant data). Those data show a range of 2.31 g/cm ' to 3.47
g/cm? with a mean of 3.16 g/cm '. The 2.31 g/cm ' value appears to be a severe outlier. If that
value is excluded, the minimum is 2.92 g/crn ', with a mean of 3.17 g/crrr'. Again, since it is the
mean activity of a shipment that is relevant, it would be reasonable to utilize this mean with its
associated standard error of 0.023 g/crn".

3. Combining the two quantities. In Attachment B, the technetium concentration and waste
density are simulated as independent and then multiplied to get drum activity. It is unclear that
this would be the case in practice - differences in waste density might indicate differences in
the waste content. If technetium concentration and waste density are positively correlated, then
the independent sample would underestimate the Tc-99 concentration, while a negative
correlation would imply an overestimate. Below are simulated samples for the mean drum
activity concentration, using three different levels of correlation: 0 (independent), -0.8, and 0.8.
In all 3 cases, the output distri bution never exceeds 0.3 Ci/m 3.



As described above, the extent to which the results of this analysis can be applied to drums as well as
shipments depends on assumptions that are made about the relative homogeneity of the waste within a
drum and between drums.

Other Specific Comments

Figure 1 as presented is more typically called a bar chart rather than a histogram. A histogram would
be more appropriate.

Figures 2 through 4 indicate that the plots are of "Correlations of a known distribution with Tc-99
Sample Measurements". Each plot is a scatterplot of quantiles of a known distribution with empirical
quantiles of the data. This type of plot is usually referred to as quantile plot, or Q-Q plot, etc.

The R2 given in Figure 2 for the lognormal is 0.92. The text states that the correlation is 0.96. Some
clarification that correlation is the square root of R 2 might be helpful. (A similar comment applies to
Figures 3 and 4.)

The method of choosing distributions for the Tc-99 concentrations seems ad hoc. The first criterion
used is a chi-squared goodness of fit test, which has poor power, and is quite sensitive to the bin
selection utilized in constructing the test. With two parameters to estimate for most distributions, the
chi-squared goodness of fit statistic is likely to exhibit poor discrimination between distributions. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling are more reasonable choices, since they are uniquely
defined (no bin choice) and have some power for small sample sizes. Still, ranking these statistics is an
odd method for selecting a distribution, without evaluation of the size of the difference in ranks. A
more standard method for ranking fits is the Akaike information criterion (AIC). Nevertheless, for all 3
goodness-of-fit methods, the triangular and Pareto distributions seem to exhibit worse fits than the
other 4 distribution types used.

The 4 selected distributions are presented in Figure 5 (with accompanying parameter estimates in Table
5). These figures show histograms of simulated data from each distribution. It is curious to notice the
very high values in the Gamma and Lognormal cases, and even to some extent in the Normal case I. In
all 3 cases, there are many simulated observations that a considerably greater than the maximum
reported concentration in the Tc-99 data set (93.8 nCi/g). This seems unreasonable, and suggests that
the fits are not very good, even if they are better than the triangular and Pareto distribution fits. Use of
the Akaike information criterion would shed more light on the distribution fits.

However, as noted in the main comments herein, the distribution fits are irrelevant to the goal of
characterizing Tc-99 in the waste. The approach that should have been taken should aim at
characterizing the mean concentration ofTc-99 in some subset of the waste, rather than characterizing
the concentration of a single sample from a single drum. The approach that was taken also raises
concerns about the use of the term "confidence". Tables 6 and 7 claim to be providing confidence
bounds. The term "confidence" implies that the uncertainty in the parameters of the model is
accounted for. However, the simulation as described simply uses the estimated values for the
parameters of the Tc-99 concentration and does not account for uncertainty in those estimates. The
values in this table thus represent estimates of quantiles of the distribution for the number of barrels.
but they are not confidence bounds.

1 - From Figure 5. the maximum simulated value appears to be about 220 nCi/g for the data simulated from the estimated
Gamma distribution. greater than that for the lognormal case, and about 150 nCilg for the normal case, and an unexpectedly
large number of simulated data appear to be greater than the reported maximum concentration in all 3 cases.
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Figure 1: Distribution of mean Tc-99 activity by volume. assuming independence
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of -0.8 between Tc-99 concentration and waste density.
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Additional Technical Detail

If the WAC was to apply to individual drums, then a different modeling approach would likely be
necessary, as well as some further data collection, unless assumptions are made that all possible
samples that could be collected from all drums are exchangeable.

If the differences between drums are significant then a simple statistical model could be used to
account for the different sources of variation (within and between drum variation):

Y,,} ,k= fJ + {3, +r., +E,.j,k

where Y,./,k is the measured concentration result for the k th measurement of the j th sub-sample from
drum i , u represents the overall mean concentration of the entire waste shipment, {3i represents the
deviation in mean concentration for drum i , Y,.} represents the deviation from the drum mean for the
j th measurement from drum i . and E, .t .k represents the measurement error.

If there is interest in the number of drum concentrations that exceed some threshold, then the following
distribution could be estimated:

That is, discard the variation associated with sub-samples and the variation due to measurement error.
In Attachment B, the distribution of the individual samples, Y,./k, was utilized as the distribution of
the drum concentrations, thus ignoring the fact that the variation from the y,,} and E,,},k terms should
be included.

The current set of data has a single sample from each one of 33 drums, with no replication for
measurement error. Thus, there is no way to statistically differentiate between the different sources of
error. However, should the content of individual drums be of interest further sampling could be
performed, including multiple sub-samples (replicates) per drum (for at least some drums) and split
samples, to estimate the effect of sub-sampling and measurement variation.



Container Container
Bates No. Shipment et Wt Net Volume

(lbs) (eu. ft.)
LlII7259021-33-0001 144988 769.6
Llll723 9021-33-0002 144062 769.6
LlIl7109021-33-0010 166107 769.6
Lll17539021-33-0011 163257 769.6
Ll11751 9021-33-0012 155178 769.6
LlI17499021-33-0013 161431 769.6
Ll117479021-33-0014 147551 769.6
Ll11745 9021-33-0015 146859 769.6
LlI17449021-33-0016 147951 769.6
LlI17429021-33-0017 144141 769.6
Ll11741 9021-33-0018 163605 769.6
Ll117399021-33-0019 165997 769.6
LlI17379021-33-0020 159680 769.6
Ll117359021-33-0021 152970 769.6
Ll117349021-33-0022 158395 769.6
LlI17309021-33-0023 162152 769.6
LlI17289021-33-0024 147872 769.6
LlI17279021-33-0025 146050 769.6
Llll724 9021-33-0026 140362 769.6
LlI17229021-33-0027 162210 769.6
Ll117209021-33-0028 146878 769.6
LlI17189021-33-0029 163444 769.6
LlI17179021-33-0030 141012 769.6
LlI17169021-33-0031 152123 769.6
Ll11709 9021-33-0032 145900 769.6
Ll11760 9021-33-0033 148255 769.6
LlI17599021-33-0034 165]29 769.6
Ll11756 9021-33-0035 147130 769.6
LlI17549021-33-0036 148096 769.6
Ll117529021-33-0037 145077 769.6
LlI17509021-33-0038 147044 769.6
Ll11748 9021-33-0039 158879 769.6
LlI17469021-33-0040 151441 769.6
LlI17439021-33-0041 149928 769.6
Ll11740 9021-33-0042 150607 769.6
LlI17389021-33-0043 144947 769.6
Ll11736 9021-33-0044 149694 769.6
Lll1733 9021-33-0045 159043 769.6
LlII732 9021-33-0046 III 086 769.6
Ll11731 9021-33-0047 166609 769.6
LlI17589021-33-0048 145109 769.6
Ll11757 9021-33-0049 158820 769.6
LlI17559021-33-0050 149264 769.6
LlII7299021-33-0051 144705 769.6
LlII7269021-33-0052 162759 769.6

Waste
Density
(glee)
3.018
2.999
3.457
3.398
3.230
3.360
3.071
3.057
3.079
3.000
3.405
3.455
3.324
3.184
3.297
3.375
3.078
3.040
2.921
3.376
3.057
3.402
2.935
3.166
3.037
3.086
3.437
3.062
3.082
3.020
3.061
3.307
3.152
3.121
3.135
3.017
3.116
3.310
2.312
3.468
3.020
3.306
3.107
3.012
3.388



LlII721 9021-33-0003 147001 769.6 3.060
LlI17199021-33-0004 141922 769.6 2.954
LlI17159021-33-0005 146275 769.6 3.045
Ll11714 9021-33-0006 149315 769.6 3.108
Ll11713 9021-33-0007 164425 769.6 3.422
LlI17129021-33-0008 157121 769.6 3.270
Ll11711 9021-33-0009 146882 769.6 3.06

Table 1: Container Waste Density Valuesfor Depleted Uranium Container Shipment Manifests
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EXECUTfVES~RY
EnergySolutions LLC (EnergySolutions) received 52 shipments of depleted uranium (DU) from
the Savannah River Site (SRS). Trace concentrations of technetium-99 and other radionuclides
are present in the SRS DU. Data are available regarding the specific activities of technetium-99
and other radionuclides in 33 samples from the SRS DU, and EnergySolutions has determined
technetium-99 concentrations in 11 samples from SRS DU shipments. Because of concerns that
technetium-99 concentrations in some of the SRS DU may exceed Class A limits, the Utah
Division of Radiation Control (DRy) is obtaining additional samples from the SRS DU and
analyzing these samples for technetium-99 and other radionuclides.

The process description provided by the waste generator (SRS 2010) documented that a stable,
well-controlled process was used to produce the SRS DU and that a consistent bulk material with
uniform properties was generated. The Waste Profile Record for the SRS DU lists the specific
activities oftechnetium-99 and other radionuclides for 33 samples of the waste in units ofpCilg.
The Class A limits for these radionuclides (10 CFR 61.55 Tables 1 and 2) are in units of
concentration (Cilm3). Density data necessary for converting specific activities to concentrations
are calculated from the volume and weight of each shipment.

Data obtained by EnergySolutions on 11 shipments of the SRS DU, including the waste density,
show that the technetium-99 concentrations are uniformly 30% or less of the Class A limit.
Because of the stability of the DU production process, the small amount of variability in the
technetium-99 concentrations in the shipment samples, and the relatively low technetium-Ps
concentrations relative to the Class A limit, the samples from the 11 shipments demonstrate at a
99% confidence level that the SRS DU waste shipped to EnergySolutions has technetium-99
concentrations less than the Class A limit. DRC plans to obtain an additional 171 samples from
the SRS DU, and the amount of data collected should be more than sufficient to adequately
characterize radionuclide concentrations in the SRS DU.

Makhijani (2010) stated that disposal oflarge quantities ofDU is not covered by low-level waste
regulations (10 CFR 61.55) and that NRC is exploring whether large amounts ofDU are Class A
waste. However, this assertion is contradicted by NRC's statements that large quantities ofDU
are low level waste, and that the current rulemaking is merely a clarification of existing
regulatory requirements (NRC 2009, 2010). Makhijani (2010) argued that disposal of uranium-
238 concentrations higher than 50 nCilcm3 or total uranium-238 greater than 17 Ci is not
authorized by Federal regulations. This assertion is inconsistent with existing NRC regulations
(10 CFR 61.55) and NRC (2009, 2010) statements that disposal oflarge quantities ofDU is
permitted at Class A waste sites provided these sites can continue to meet applicable
performance objectives. Makhijani (2010) developed this argument based only on source-term
assumptions used for a draft EIS. Makhijani (2010) ignored a recent generic-site NRC
performance assessment (NRC 2008) that shows large quantities of DU can be placed in a near-
surface facility located at an arid site, such as the EnergySolutions site. Makhijani (2010)
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claimed that existing regulations do not allow Class A waste disposal ofDU containing trace
amounts of radionuclides listed in 10 CFR 61.55 Tables 1 or 2, but this statement is based on a
misreading of the regulations. This interpretation is clearly incorrect because NRC licensees
routinely dispose of Class A waste that contains both radionuclides in Tables 1 and 2 and
uranium isotopes or other radionuclides that are not listed in these tables.

Chmelynski (2010) evaluated the likely number of drums of SRS DU that will exceed Class A
limits for technetium-99. This analysis incorrectly assumed that the Waste Acceptance Criteria
(WAC) concentration is based on each drum, rather than for each manifested waste shipment. In
addition, this analysis was flawed because statistical distributions that are inconsistent with the
specific activity data were used in the evaluation. The evaluation by Chmelynski (2010) was also
limited by the lack of density data for calculating technetium-99 concentrations from the specific
activity data. The prediction by Chmelynski (2010) that many of the SRS DU drums will exceed
the Class A limits for technetium-99 is contradicted by the data collected for the SRS DU waste
shipments by EnergySolutions. The concentrations oftechnetium-99 in all of the sampled
shipments were 30% or less of the 0.30 Cilm3 Class A limit, and statistical evaluation of these
analyses has demonstrated at a 99% confidence level that all SRS DU received by
EnergySolutions has technetium-99 concentrations less than the Class A limit.

The evidence examined in this report shows that the SRS DU is Class A waste. Statistical
evaluation of the shipment sample data has shown at a 99% confidence level that the SRS DU
received by EnergySolutions has concentrations oftechnetium-99 below the Class A limit. In
addition, none of the regulatory issues raised by Makhijani (2010) are valid. The number of
samples DRC plans to obtain from the SRS DU should be more than sufficient to characterize
the SRS DU, provided density data are obtained from manifested data.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

EnergySolutions LLC (EnergySolutions) operates a waste-disposal facility near Clive, Utah that
is licensed to accept Class A low-level waste. EnergySolutions received 52 shipments packaged
in 5,408 drums of depleted uranium (DU) from the Savannah River Site (SRS). These shipments
are part of a DU waste stream that was packaged into 33,000 drums. Because low concentrations
of fission products and other radionuclides are present in the SRS DU, there have been questions
about whether the SRS DU is Class A waste. To address whether this waste is Class A, the
available information about the SRS DU was summarized (Section 2.0); information presented
by Makhijani (2010) related to regulatory issues associated with DU disposal and a statistical
analysis of the radiological properties of the SRS DU were reviewed (Section 3.0); and plans by
the Utah Division of Radiation Control (DRC) to obtain and analyze 171 random samples from
the SRS DU currently stored at EnergySolutions were evaluated to determine if this number of
samples will adequately characterize the SRS DU (Section 4.0).

The results of this investigation show at a 99% level of confidence that the SRS DU shipments
have concentrations oftechnetium-99 below the Class A limit. The additional 171 samples being
collected and analyzed by DRC will be more than sufficient to characterize the SRS DU. None
of the regulatory issues raised by Makhijani (2010) are valid, and based on the evidence
examined in this report, the SRS D1! is Class A waste.

2.0 SRS DEPLETED URANIUM CHARACTERISTICS

Information available about the SRS DU includes a detailed description of the processes used in
its production, analysis of representative samples carried out by SRS and additional analyses
obtained from SRS DU shipments by EnergySolutions.

2.1 Process Description

SRS (2010) provided a summary of the processes used during production of the SRS DU. The
DU, in the chemical form of depleted uranium trioxide (U03), was produced at SRS in the FA-
Line facility during the manufacture of nuclear materials. The product specifications for these
nuclear materials were very stringent and consequently, the production process was highly
controlled. The production process for the SRS DU began with dissolution of irradiated target
material in nitric acid. A chemical process was used to separate and recover plutonium and
uranium from unwanted fission isotopes such as technetium-99. The separated fission isotopes
and other impurities were sent to liquid waste storage tanks for treatment and disposition.
Sampling and analysis of the product streams were routinely carried out during this stage of
processing, and process adjustments were made when necessary to ensure proper separation of
the fission isotopes from the plutonium and uranium. The separated plutonium and uranium
product streams were then further decontaminated in different process cycles. The second
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process cycle purified the uranium solution by removing residual isotopes such as technetium-
99, and sampling and analysis was routinely performed to ensure proper separation of fission
isotopes from the uranium product solution (SRS 2010).

The uranium product solution was transferred to the fmal production plant, the FA-Line, for
conversion to solid U03. The conversion process included evaporation, purification, hydrate
evaporation, denitration and solid product handling. The DU product was placed in drums for
storage. Processing in the FA-Line produced a consistent bulk material, based on routine
sampling and analysis that was used to control the process.

Some of the DU produced in the FA-Line was used for applications such as shielding blocks and
in conventional munitions. In 2002, DOE classified the remaining DU inventory as waste. Thirty
three drums were sampled from the first 3,300 drums planned for off-site disposal. The sampled
drums were randomly selected from the two storage locations at SRS. Based on the analysis
results for the DU for the 33 samples, the waste was classified as low-level and found to meet the
regulatory criteria for Class A waste (SRS 2010).

2.2 Waste Profile Record

SRS completed a Radioactive Waste Profile Record form in 2008 for the SRS DU (Waste
Stream ID 9021-33). An attachment to this record provided the results of radiological and
chemical analyses of the 33 DU samples described in Section 2.l (Parkinson 2002). The
radiological results for these samples are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Radiological Analysis Results from SRS DU (Parkinson 2002)

Mean Specific Specific Activity
Radionuclide Units Activity Range
Strontium-90 pCi/g 47.04 3.4 -438.2
Technetium-99 pCi/g 49,373 8, 100 - 93,800
Cesium-137 pCi/~ 12.09 5 -21
Radium-226 pCi/g 316.79 120 - 600
Neptunium-Zd? pCi/g 5.682 0.33 - 33.5
Plutonium- 238 pCi/~ 0.208 0.043 -1.42
Plutonium- 239 pCi/g 1.25 0.34- 5.09
Plutonium-240 pCi/~ 0.34 0.09 -1.14
Plutonium- 241 pCi/~ 4.04 0.90 -17
Plutonium-242 pCi/~ 0.00429 0.00034 - 0.12
Americium- 241 pCi/~ 14.18 6-25
Iodine-129 pCi/~ 18.58 4-34
Uranium-234 activity % 7.99 6.18 - 11.5
Uranium-235+236 activity % 2.05 1.70 - 2.84
Uranium-238 activity % 90.41 85.91 - 91.83
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There are no Class A concentration limits for uranium isotopes (10 CFR 61.55(a)(6». The Class
A concentration limits for technetium-99, iodine-129, plutonium-241 and curium-242 (10 CFR
61.55 Table 1) and for strontium-90 and cesium-137 (10 CFR 61.55 Table 2) are provided on the
basis of concentration (Cilm\ whereas the results of the SRS DU analyses for these
radionuclides are provided as specific activities (pCilg). The specific activities in Table 1 can be
converted to concentrations using densities. The density associated with each of the 33 samples
was not provided in the Waste Profile Record or by Parkinson (2002). SRS provided a density
range of2.5 to 4.5 g/cm" in the Waste Profile Record and Parkinson (2002) used an assumed
density of 2.66 g/cnr' to convert the radiological analyses to units of Cilm3

• This information was
used to determine the preliminary waste classification.

Multiplying the maximum specific activities in Table 1 by the maximum density of 4.5 g/cnr'
and converting units (from pCi to Ci and from cm3 to m3) provides upper-bound concentrations
in units of Ci/m3 for the radionuclides in Table 1. Comparison of these upper-bound
concentrations to the Class A limits (CFR 61.55 Tables I and 2) showed that only technetium-99
has an upper-bound concentration that could exceed the Class A limit.

2.3 Shipment Sampling and Analysis

Evaluation of the technetium-99 specific activity data in the Waste Profile Record for the SRS
DU is limited by the lack of density data associated with the 33 samples analyzed by SRS.
However, EnergySolutions performed sampling and analysis of 11 shipments from SRS (Table
2). For each of the 11 shipments, six drums were opened and aliquots were removed. These six
aliquots were blended before submission to the laboratory for analysis. The results for these
samples included both technetium-99 specific activity (pCilg) and density data (g/cnr') for the
shipments, so the technetium-99 concentration could be calculated.

The density range observed in the 11 shipments (2.36 to 4.00 g/cnr') indicates that SRS may
have slightly overestimated the DU density range in the Waste Profile Record (2.5 to 4.5 g/cnr'),
which would lead to conservative overestimates oftechnetium-99 concentrations. The range of
technetium-99 specific activities observed in the 11 shipments (9,040 to 26,000 pCilg) falls
within the lower part of the range reported by SRS (8,100 to 93,800 pCilg). The technetium-99
concentrations in the shipments are compared to the 0.30 Cilm3 Class A limit in Figure 1. All of
the shipments had concentrations equal to 30% or less than the Class A limit.
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Table 2. Technetium-99 Analyses Performed on SRS DU Shipment Samples

Density Technetium-99 Technetium-99
Shipment Number (g/cnr') (pCi/g) (Ci/nr')
2 2.84 17,800 0.0506
4 2.50 14,400 0.0360
8 4.00 22,500 0.0900
16 3.45 9,780 0.0337
20 2.36 11,400 0.0269
23 3.31 22,800 0.0755
31 3.46 26,000 0.0900
32 3.15 9,040 0.0285
42 3.66 23,500 0.0860
45 4.00 18,100 0.0724
52 3.21 20,800 0.0668
Average 3.27 17,829 0.0597
Median 3.31 18,100 0.0668
Standard Deviation 0.54 5,912 0.0252
Maximum 4.00 26,000 0.0900
Minimum 2.36 9,040 0.0269

Figure 1. Comparison of Technetium-99 Analyses from SRS DU Shipments with Class A Limit
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3.0 REVIEW OF MAKHIJANI (2010)

Makhijani (2010) evaluated disposal of the SRS DU at the EnergySolutions site and opined that:
1) disposal of large amounts of DU "is not authorized by the NRC regulations that form the basis
for the State of Utah's own regulatory program" and disposal ofuranium-238 concentrations
higher than 50 nCilcm3 or total uranium-238 greater than 17 Ci is not authorized by Federal
regulations, 2) disposal of "recycled" DU in any amount as Class A waste is not permitted and 3)
the technetium-99 concentrations in many of the SRS DU drums exceed the Class A limit of 0.3
Cilm3

• These opinions are not supported by the low-level waste regulations or by the SRS DU
data.

3.1 Classification of Large Quantities of Depleted Uranium as Class A Waste

Makhijani (2010) stated that NRC is conducting "initial explorations of whether large amounts
ofDU could be classified as Class A waste." However, NRC (2005) confirmed that depleted
uranium is low-level radioactive waste. NRC (2009) stated unequivocally that "the Commission
is not proposing to alter the waste classification of depleted uranium," which is Class A waste
according to 10 CFR 61.55. NRC (2010) clarified their current rulemaking in a letter to the Utah
Division of Radiation Control (DRC):

The requirements in 10 CFR Part 61 Subpart Cprovide the performance
objectives that all disposal facility licensees must comply with before disposing of
any low-level radioactive waste. The NRC's recommendation to update a site's
performance assessment prior to disposal of significant quantities of depleted
uranium would ensure that the licensee continues to comply with these
requirements; a recommendation to ensure compliance with the existing
regulations does not indicate that the regulations are inadequate. The NRC's
rulemaking effort will clarify these requirements and provide additional guidance
to licensees and the Agreement States that are dealing with the disposal of unique
waste streams, but engaging in a rulemaking to update the NRC 's regulations
does not mean that the current regulations are inadequate to protect the public
health and safety while rulemaking ispursued to improve the regulations.

This statement makes clear that NRC is not prohibiting the disposal oflarge quantities ofDU as
Class A waste. NRC is instead undertaking a limited rulemaking to clarify to licensees and
Agreement States that licensees must demonstrate that the performance objectives in 10 CFR 61
Subpart C continue to be met if disposal of large quantities of DU or other unique wastes takes
place. To make such a demonstration, NRC is recommending that licensees update the site's
performance assessment.

Makhijani (2010) argued that disposal of waste with uranium-238 concentrations higher than 50
nCilcm3 or a total amount ofuranium-238 in excess of the 17 curies reportedly assumed in the
draft Environmental Impact Statement (NRC 1981) is not authorized by Federal regulations. This
assertion is made on the basis of the draft, rather than the final EIS that represents the basis for
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the regulations (NRC 1982). NRC (2008) performed an additional generic performance
assessment for near-surface large-quantity DU disposal to determine if applicable performance
requirements could be met. This NRC performance assessment showed that for arid sites, such as
the EnergySolutions site, the performance requirements could be met. NRC (2009, 2010) has
clearly stated that disposal oflarge quantities ofDU is permitted as Class A waste if a site can
continue to meet the performance objectives in 10 CFR 61. The applicable regulations [10 CFR
61.55 Tables I and 2 and 10 CFR 61.55(a)(6)] do not limit uranium-238 concentrations in Class
A waste or the total quantities ofuranium-238 that may be placed in a Class A disposal facility.

3.2 Disposal of "Recycled" Depleted Uranium

Makhijani (2010) defmed "recycled" DU as DU that has been irradiated and therefore has traces
of fission products as well as transuranic radionuclides. Because the SRS DU was irradiated
before processing, it does contain very low concentrations of fission products such as
technetium-99. Makhijani (2010) argued that if Class A waste contains any of the radionuclides
in Tables I or 2 of 10 CFR 61.55, then the waste cannot contain any radionuclides not listed in
Tables 1 or 2, such as uranium isotopes. However, this assertion is clearly an incorrect reading of
the regulations, because NRC licensees routinely dispose of Class A wastes that contain both
radionuclides listed in Tables 1 and 2 and uranium isotopes or other radionuclides not listed in
Tables 1 or 2.

3.3 Technetium-99 Concentrations in SRS Depleted Uranium

Appendix B ofMakhijani (2010), (Chmelynski 2010) provides a statistical evaluation of the 33
technetium-99 analyses for the SRS DU (Table I). Based on this statistical analysis, Makhijani
(2010) concluded that "it is more than 99 percent likely that a large number of drums would
violate the Class A limit of 0.3 curies per cubic meter for Tc-99." However, this conclusion is of
doubtful validity because of issues and limitations associated with the statistical analysis.

One important limitation of the analysis by Chmelynski (2010) is the incorrect assumption that
the Class A concentration limits apply to each drum in a shipment, rather than to the entire
shipment. The Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) are based on concentrations in each waste
shipment, which in the case of the SRS DU consisted of 52 shipments of approximately 100
drums each. Another important limitation of the SRS DU data analysis carried out by
Chmelynski (2010) is that density data are unavailable for the technetium-99 specific activity
data in Table I. Consequently, assumptions about sample densities are required for comparison
of these data to the technetium-99 Class A concentration limit of 0.30 Cilm3. The results of the
Chmelynski (2010) statistical analysis of the SRS data that included assumptions about the
sample densities are inconsistent with the shipment sample data (Table 2 and Figure 1) that
clearly show the SRS DU technetium-99 concentrations are significantly below Class A limits.

Chmelynski (2010) used a chi-squared test to identify a lognormal distribution as the best fit to
the specific activity data. In the second evaluation step, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to
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identify a uniform distribution as the best fit to the data among the remaining distributions. The
third step used an Anderson-Darling test to identify the gamma distribution as the best fit to the
data among the remaining distributions, and Chmelynski (20 I 0) also included the normal
distribution as the fourth possible data distribution for further evaluation.

The data distribution for the specific activity data can significantly affect the results of the
ensuing calculations. Although the chi-squared test identified several distributions that might be
consistent with the data, Chmelynski (2010) did not determine whether it was valid to assume
that the data fit these distributions. Whether the data are consistent with a particular distribution
can be considered qualitatively by comparing a histogram of the data to the expected probability
density function for that distribution. A more quantitative assessment is made by performing
statistical tests that indicate whether the data are consistent with a distribution at a reasonable
level of confidence.

A histogram of the SRS DU data listed in Table I is provided in Figure 2. This histogram does
not display the typical ''bell'' shape associated with a normal distribution (Figure 3a), but appears
reasonably consistent with the flat shape associated with a uniform distribution (Figure 3b). The
histogram of the SRS DU data does not appear to be consistent with a lognormal distribution
(Figure 3c) or a gamma distribution (Figure 3d), both of which would be expected to show data
that are skewed to the left.

Figure 2. Technetium-99 Specific Activities in 33 SRS DU Samples (specific activities are in
nCilg, which can be converted to pCilg by multiplying by 1,000)
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Figure 3. Probability density diagrams (NIST 2010) for distributions identified by Chmelynski
(2010):

(a) normal distribution

(b) uniform distribution
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Figure 3 (contd). Probability density diagrams (NIST 2010) for distributions identified by
Chmelynski (2010):

(c) lognormal distribution
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Chmelynski (20 I0) included probability plot correlation diagrams illustrating the correlation of
the distributions with sample measurements, but did not demonstrate that the data fit the
proposed distributions at a reasonable level of confidence. To evaluate whether the data are
consistent with the distributions at a 95% confidence level, calculations were performed using
Dataplot'" (NIST 2006) to evaluate whether the uniform, lognormal, gamma and normal
distributions are consistent with the data.

Filliben's statistic, also known as the probability plot correlation coefficient, was calculated for
the specific activity data assuming uniform, normal, lognormal and gamma distributions (Table
3). The critical value for Filliben's statistic at a 95% confidence level for 33 samples is 0.966,
which is exceeded only by the Filliben's statistic for the uniform distribution. Consequently,
based on the Filliben's statistic, the data appear to be uniformly distributed and may not be
consistent with a normal, lognormal or gamma distribution.

Table 3. Filliben's Statistic Calculated for Uniform, Normal and Lognormal Distributions

Distribution Filliben's Statistic
Uniform 0.990
Normal 0.964
Lognormal 0.964
Gamma (y-=3) 0.949

As additional tests of whether the data might be normally or lognormally distributed, the Wilks-
Shapiro test and Anderson-Darling test were carried out with the untransformed data (normal
distribution) and log-transformed data (lognormal distribution). The results of the Wilks-Shapiro
and Anderson-Darling tests indicated that the data were not normally or lognormally distributed
at a 95% confidence level.

Inclusion of the normal, lognormal, and gamma distributions as possibilities for the SRS DU
technetium-99 specific activity data (Chmelynski 2010) is unjustified, because at a 95%
confidence level, the data do not fit these distributions according to the statistical tests (Filliben's
statistic, Wilks-Shapiro and Anderson-Darling). Including these distributions biased the results
of much of the subsequent analysis performed by Chmelynski (2010). This is illustrated by
Figure 5 ofChmelynski (2010), which shows that the normal, lognormal and gamma data
distributions resulted in upper tails extending to much higher specific activities than the best-fit
uniform distribution. Inspection of that figure shows that use of these distributions in the
subsequent calculations artificially increased the estimated number of drums exceeding the Class
A limit for technetium-99. Based on the area under the curve above 100 nCi/g in Figure 5, the
smallest effect would be caused by using the normal distribution, with larger effects from the
lognormal and gamma distributions; these effects are evident in the results reported by
Chmelynski (20 I0) of the calculations for these distributions. Only the Chmelynski (20 I0)
evaluation related to the uniform distribution appears to have any relevance to the SRS DU data,
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because the evaluations based on the assumption of a normal, lognormal or gamma distribution
are inconsistent with the data. As a result, the "consensus estimate" in Table 7 of Chmelynski
(2010) is also invalid.

Chmelynski (2010) used an assumed distribution for the waste density and multiplied sampled
values from this distribution by sampled values from the uniformly distributed specific activity.
The result of these calculations was a distribution ofthe estimated technetium-99 concentrations
in the entire waste stream of 33,000 drums. This calculation is inconsistent with the WAC, which
are applied to the concentration in shipments rather than in individual drums.

The results of this calculation indicated that the "best estimate" of the number of drums that
could exceed the Class A limit for technetium-99 was 2,253. However, a significant degree of
uncertainty is associated with these results because of the uncertainties in the sampled density
values, which is not acknowledged by Chmelynski (2010). The effect of the uncertainty in the
sample distribution is illustrated by comparing the average concentration of technetium-99 in the
shipment samples of 0.0597 Cilm3 (Table 2) with the average concentration in the projections by
Chmelynski (2010, Figure 7) of approximately 0.15 Ci/nr', based on the uniform distribution
results. Chmelynski (2010) provided confidence intervals for the upper and lower bound
estimates for the estimated number of drums exceeding the Class A limits, presumably based on
the distribution of the calculated concentrations. Because the confidence interval is an interval
estimate for the mean and not an upper or lower prediction limit, the applicability of this statistic
is unclear.

4.0 DIVISION OF RADIATION CONTROL SAMPLING PLAN

Because of concerns related to potential technetium-99 concentrations in the SRS DU waste,
DRC plans to obtain and analyze additional samples from the shipments that have been received
by EnergySolutions (DRC 2010).

DRC (2010) chose to develop their sampling plan assuming that the population consisted of
5,408 drums rather than 52 shipments. This decision is not consistent with the EnergySolutions
WAC, but the DRC developed their sampling plan following a drum analysis. DRC (2010)
described the calculation of the minimum number of samples to be collected. The formula used
to calculate the sample size (n) necessary to adequately characterize a population of size N
(5,408) was:

Nn=---
C1+nCe)2)

(1)

In this equation, e is the precision (0.10 or 10%) at a confidence level of95% and with a
maximum assumed variability (P = 0.5). DRC used this calculation to determine that 171
samples were required to characterize the DU contained in the 5,408 drums. This number of
samples represents approximately 3.2% of the 5,408 drums.
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Another approach can be used to determine whether the 171 samples that DRC plans to obtain
will be sufficient to characterize the SRS DU. Because technetium-99 concentration data have
been collected from the SRS DU and the material is known to be chemically homogeneous, the
upper prediction limit (UPL) can be calculated using these data if the data are shown to be
normally distributed. This upper prediction limit indicates at a level of confidence (e.g., 95% or
99%) the maximum concentration that will be observed in a particular number of additional
samples. In this case, the additional number of samples was set equal to the total number of
drums minus the existing 11 samples, i.e. 5,397 samples. On average, this number of additional
samples would represent one sample from each drum if the DU shipments were randomly
sampled.

The SRS specific activity data (Table 1) cannot be used to reliably determine technetium-99
concentrations (Cilm3) because the associated density data are unavailable. However, both
specific activity and density were determined for the 11 samples obtained from the SRS DU
shipments (Table 2), so the technetium-99 concentrations in these shipments can be calculated.
The normality of this data population was tested by calculating the Filliben's statistic and
performing Wilks-Shapiro and Anderson-Darling tests using Dataplot™. The results indicated
the data are normally distributed at a 95% confidence level. The mean of the 11 concentrations
was calculated to be 0.0597 Cilm3, with a standard deviation of 0.0252 (Table 2).

Because the data may be assumed to be normally distributed, the summary statistics can be used
to calculate the 95% upper prediction limit, that is, an upper limit for the technetium-99
concentration in a specified number of future measurements at a 95% confidence level. This
upper prediction limit can be calculated using equation (2) (Gibbons 1991):

UPL = X + t[n-l,l-a/kj [1 + ~]O.5S (2)

where:

x = arithmetic mean (0.0597 Ci/nr')
a = confidence level
n = number of previous measurements
k = number of future measurements
t[n_l,I-alkj= the one-sided student's t value for n-l degrees of freedom and a probability of

1- aIk
s = standard deviation (0.0252 Ci/m')

The upper prediction limits calculated for 95% and 99% confidence levels are summarized in
Table 4.
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Table 4. Upper Prediction Limits Based on the Technetium-99 Concentrations in the 11 Sampled
Shipments

Upper Prediction
Confidence Level (n) Total Samples Limit (Ci/m3)

95% 5,408 0.260
99% 5,408 0.283

Table 4 shows that at a 99% confidence level, the upper prediction limit for technetium-99 if an
additional 5,397 samples are obtained is 0.283 Ci/nr', which is less than the Class A limit of 0.30
Cilm3

.

The 11 samples necessary to calculate upper prediction limits for technetium-99 concentrations
below the Class A limit for the 52 shipments of 5,408 drums of SRS DU seems relatively low
compared to the total number of drums. However, this low number of samples is consistent with
the known stability of the process used to generate the SRS DU (SRS 2010), the low variability
in the technetium-99 concentrations measured in the shipment samples (Table 2) and the low
technetium-99 concentrations in the SRS DU relative to the Class A limit (Figure I). Based on
the calculated upper prediction limits using II samples from the SRS DU shipments, DRC's plan
to obtain an additional 171 samples from the SRS DU should provide more than enough data to
calculate defensible upper prediction limits for technetium-99 or other radionuclides measured in
the SRS DU. Determination of waste density for shipments sampled by DRC will be important to
minimize uncertainty in the concentrations calculated from the specific activity oftechnetium-99
or other radionuclides in the SRS DD.

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The process description provided by SRS (20 I0) documented that a stable, well-controlled
process was used to produce the SRS DU and that a consistent bulk material with uniform
properties was generated. Technetium-99 specific activity data (pCilg) for 33 SRS DU samples
in the Waste Profile Record are limited by the lack of associated densities to convert specific
activities into concentrations for comparison to the Class A limit. However, samples obtained by
EnergySolutions from 11 SRS DU shipments show that the concentrations oftechnetium-99 are
30% or less of the Class A limit for technetium-99. Because of the stability of the production
process, the low variability in the technetium-99 concentrations in the shipment samples, and the
relatively low concentrations relative to the Class A limit, the 11 shipment samples are sufficient
to demonstrate at a 99% confidence level that all of the SRS DU at EnergySolutions has
technetium-99 concentrations less than the Class A limit. Because DRC plans to obtain and
analyze an additional 171 samples, the amount of data collected should be more than sufficient to
adequately characterize radionuclide concentrations in the SRS DU, provided density data are
available for each shipment that is sampled.
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Makhijani (2010) reviewed regulatory issues related to DU disposal and also provided a
statistical analysis of the likely concentrations oftechnetium-99 in the SRS DU (Chmelynski
2010). Makhijani (2010) stated that NRC is exploring whether large amounts ofDU could be
classified as Class A waste. This assertion is contradicted b~ NRC's statements that
reclassification of DU waste is not under consideration, and that the current rulemaking is only a
clarification of existing regulatory requirements (NRC 2009, 2010). Makhijani (2010) incorrectly
argued that disposal ofuranium-238 quantities in excess of 17 Ci or concentrations greater than
50 nCilcm3 is not authorized by Federal regulations. This assertion is contrary to existing NRC
regulations (10 CFR 61.55) and statements by NRC (2009, 2010) that disposal oflarge quantities
of DU is permitted at Class A waste sites provided the site can demonstrate an ability to meet
existing performance objectives. NRC (2008) also performed a generic performance assessment
demonstrating that near-surface disposal of large quantities ofDU can take place at arid sites,
such as the EnergySolutions site. Makhijani (2010) claimed that existing regulations [10 CFR
61.55 Tables 1 and 2 and 10 CFR 61.55(a)(6)] do not allow the disposal ofDU containing trace
amounts of radionuclides listed in the tables as Class A waste. This assertion is based on a
misreading of the regulations. NRC licensees routinely dispose of Class A waste that contains
both radionuclides in Tables 1 and 2 and uranium isotopes or other radionuclides that are not
listed in the tables.

Chmelynski (2010) incorrectly assumed that the WAC are applied to each drum of waste rather
than to each shipment, which in the case of the SRS DU consisted of 52 railcars loaded with
approximately 100 drums each. Statistical analyses of the SRS DU data performed by
Chmelynski (2010) are also limited by the lack of density data associated with the specific
activities used in the evaluation. As a result, Chmelynski (2010) used an assumed distribution for
the waste densities to calculate technetium-99 concentrations for individual drums of DD. This
study also used statistical distributions (normal, lognormal, and gamma) that are inconsistent
with the data. Use of these inconsistent distributions arbitrarily increased the estimated number
ofSRS DU drums that might exceed the Class A limit for technetium-99. The conclusion by
Chmelynski (2010) that a large fraction of the drums of SRS DU will have technetium-99
concentrations in excess of the Class A limit for technetium-99 concentrations is contradicted by
concentration data obtained from the 11 SRS DU shipment samples. The concentrations of
technetium-99 in all of these samples were 30% or less of the 0.30 Ci/nr' Class A limit and the
99% upper prediction limit for technetium-99 concentrations in 5,408 samples of the SRS DU at
the EnergySolutions site is less than the limit for Class A waste.

The results of a review of the available data on the process used to generate the SRS DU and the
available analytical data indicate that the SRS DU material is uniform and was generated using a
well-controlled process. Statistical evaluation of the analytical data and review of the applicable
regulations indicate that this material is Class A waste.
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